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 Abstract 
The author addresses the problem of Jammers present in wireless network by jamming the user signals by adding more 
interference signals. This paper gives the solution to recover the jamming signals to receive the emergency broadcasting message. 
This paper implements a novel time-delayed broadcast scheme (TDBS). The transmissions are unicast and are broadcasted in a 
series in consideration with time and frequency. TDBS neither reckons on the secrets that are shared nor on the controlling 
channels of the jammer system for coordinating the broadcasts. Instead there is presence of Pseudo Noise (PN) frequency 
hopping system which is unique and followed by every single node. TDBS is divergent from the designs of Frequency Hopping 
Spread Spectrum (FHSS) and these nodes do not follow the same Frequency Hopping (FH) sequence, instead they are deputized 
with unique ones. Contradicting to every other typical broadcast where all the receivers have similar channels, TDBS have the 
transmissions that are unicast and present in series to broadcast the messages using time and frequency. For the flexibility of the 
jammers present inside, the unicast transmissions location that is defined by the frequency band are partially known to the subset 
of receivers. By making an assumption that the jammers can thwart with very few number of frequency bands, the subset of 
transmissions are thwart-free and thus proliferating the broadcasted messages.  
 
 Keywords: Jamming, Broadcast Communications, Denial-of-Service, Wireless Networks, Graph Factorization, 
Security. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------- 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Wireless networks are used to connect the network nodes 
using wireless data connections thus they are open to many 
malignant and harmful attacks. The transmission process 
will be blocked or jammed by the intruder by injecting 
fraudulent packets. These fraudulent packets can also be 
called as jammers. Jammers are illegal and their use in the 
wireless networks can result in huge fines. Jamming works 
by not allowing the authorized users as legitimate traffic is 
jammed using staggered frequencies. Due to this Jammers 
attack, the efficiency of the wireless communication 
drastically decreases. Thus different methods are need to be 
found to detect the presence of the jammers or the jamming 
device, to avoid them in the transmission process[1-2]. 
 
Jammers prevent the communication between the two nodes 
by not allowing the signal transmission to take place 
between them. The two nodes are referred to as source node 
and the destination node. The jammer nodes to reject the 
signal transmission can be present within the cluster of 
nodes. Such type of jammer nodes are called as internal 
jammers. The nodes which are detected outside the cluster 
are known as external nodes. There are several jamming 

strategies that have been introduced recently. There are 
mainly four types of jamming models [5]. They are constant 
jammers, reactive jammers, eavesdropper jammers and 
random jammers. 
 
Constant jammers are the one which sends the jamming 
signals in a transmission process at constant intervals. When 
there is any communication present in the channel then 
reactive jammers send jamming signals at constant duration. 
The eavesdropper jammer does the work of listening and 
records the wireless traffic in channels. Random jammers 
send the jamming signals at any randomly chosen interval. 
The four models are as shown in the below (figure.1). 
 

 Fig.1 Types of jammers 
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Since there is increase in the security challenges everyday 
and there are new ways detected for the confidential 
transmissions, there is an immense need to think over the 
situation [3]. Since the traditional approaches do not work, 
new approaches towards this problem are required. Jamming 
resembles the denial of service attack by emitting the radio 
frequency signals to alter the wireless transmissions and 
thus prevents its users from sending its data through wireless 
networks.  
 
The reactive jammers are the hardest to detect if present, as 
they do not react unless there is sound detected in the 
communication channel. If there is no noise present in the 
channel then the reactive jammers stay inactive while the 
other jammers sends the jamming signals without having 
any prior information of the traffic sample on the channel. 
There are different techniques for sensing the jammed 
signals. Popper et al. introduced a technique called 
Uncoordinated DSSS (UDSSS). In this technique a pseudo 
noise (PN) code is used to broadcast the messages by 
applying every PN code. Thus Time Delayed Broadcasting 
Scheme (TDBS) is a mechanism for restoring the broadcast 
messages temporarily. 
 
TDBS differs from the traditional Frequency Hopping 
Spread Spectrum [FHSS] designs and do not undergo the 
same Frequency Hopping [FH] sequence. TDBS broadcasts 
the messages as a series of unicast transmissions using both 
frequency and time that are generated using 1-factorization 
method. The location of these unicast transmissions are 
known only to the subset of the receivers, aware that the 
jammer can interference with only limited number of 
frequency bands, the subset of frequency bands are free 
from the interference and thus broadcast the messages[15-
19]. 
 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a Brief 
overview of the related work. Section 3 describes the 
proposed system and its implementation. Section 4 shows 
the result and conclusion is given in Section 5. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 
Uncoordinated direct sequence spread spectrum (UDSSS) is 
a spread spectrum communication scheme where the sender 
and the receiver communicate using secret spreading codes 
that they choose randomly and independently from a public 
set of channels. The receiver is unaware of the codes used 
by the sender to transmit the messages prior to their 
communication. By using UDSSS type of broadcast, the 
escalations of transmissions are done in consonance with the 
PN code, tabbed randomly from the public codebook. By 
exhaustively applying each and every PN code in the public 
codebook, the receivers decode the transmitted messages. 
With ample computational power an advanced adversary 
can jam a UDSSS system if it can recover before the end of 
an ongoing transmission by selecting the PN code from the 
public codebook.  

RDDSSS delays the exposure of the secret PN code and is 
resilient to the reactive jammers. Thus the prevention of 
jammer from acquiring the PN code before the message will 
be completely received is done by delaying the seed 
disclosure. 
 
To vanquish the presence of jammers in the communication 
network the most traditional way employed is frequency 
hopping technique. It can either be proactive or reactive. 
Considering the reactive case, the presence of jammers is 
perceived by the nodes in the network and hence it transits 
to a different channel and remits a beacon message on the 
new channel, ensuring its presence. The neighbors of non-
jammed network will recognize the absence of the nodes 
and as a result will change their bands of operation to verify 
with the other channels whether the nodes have sent beacons 
promulgating the presence of it on a different channel. If the 
beacons are not detected on any of the channels then they 
assume that the nodes just moved away. In defiance of, if 
the beacon is apperceived then they will edify the other 
nodes in to switch the channels to the other new ones. [3] 
 
Direct sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) is a technology 
used for the transmissions done in the local area wireless 
network. In the above technology, merging of a data signal 
with a high data rate bit sequence is done, which results in 
the division of the user data based on the spreading ratio. 
The frequency channel which will be present across the 
spectrums will be associated with small pieces of 
information that is present in DSSS. This technology also 
consists of the chipping code. This code is a redundant bit 
pattern cohered with each bit transmitted. The signal's 
resistance towards the interference increases due to the 
chipping code. Even if there are many hurdles during the 
transmissions and the data is lost or blemished, the original 
data can be recovered due to the redundancy of 
transmission. The radio frequency carrier and a pseudo-
noise (PN) digital signal plays vital role in the entire 
process. The sizable benediction of using the above 
technology are sharing signal channels among multiple 
users, relative timing between transmitter and receivers, 
resistance to jamming and less background noise. [3]. 
Disadvantages of the typical broadcast are where all 
receivers tune to the same channel, then only message can 
be received. The problem can be occurred while unicast-
transmissions are distributed in time and frequency and can 
be viewed as a problem of link scheduling under node-
exclusive interference model. Jammers are able to receive 
the broadcasting information spoiling the overall networking 
resources. It is an unauthorized process as there is no 
guarantee to deliver data. 
 III. PROPOSED DESIGN 
Based on the distribution of time and frequency, a series of 
unicasts transmissions are broadcasted by TDBS scheme. 
These unicasts locations are only partially known to each 
node and they are defined by frequency band. The nodes 
communicate over the randomly selected frequency bands 
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and these nodes will be present in pairs. The frequency 
assigned to these pair of nodes change according to per-slot 
basis, hence attaining the FH method. According to TDBS 
scheme the nodes follow a unique hopping pattern and these 
coordinated patterns lessen the delay of broadcast and hence 
they do not sequence a common FH sequence.  [11-15]  
 
 
 
 

3.1 Proposed System Architecture 
 The procedure of interpreting the modules, data for a 
system, architecture and components to satisfy the given 
requirements is called as system design. Development of the 
product is done using the application of the system theory. 
The principles of system engineering, system analysis and 
system architecture overlaps with each other. [7-9]. 
Designing includes act of information marketing along with 
the creation of the product to be manufactured. 

 

 Fig.2 Proposed system architecture 
 
In this proposed System architecture (Figure.2) assuming 
TCA to be the trustworthy of the wireless communication 
network, each node will be registered to the network 
authority along with its details.  TCA verifies the node detail 
with the network authority after the verification process is 
done it sends the trusted key certificate to the nodes. Once 
the clustering of the nodes are done the frequency for each 
nodes are generated and the nodes with similar frequency 
are paired using the 1-Factorization method. We can 
broadcast the messages by overcoming jammers using two 
types of methods:  
 
1) Sequential Unicast Method  2) Assisted Unicast Method.  
 
 

3.2 System Modules 
3.2.1 Trusted Central Authority certification for 
the node 
Each node has to register their details to the central network 
authority in the wireless network communication by 
considering central network authority (Figure.3) as 
trustworthy in the whole data transmission process. In order 
to the registered node information, trusted central authority 
verifies the details provided by each node. After validation 
all details, this authority generates the authentication 
certification with unique node id by saving all node details 
in server database. 
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 Fig.3 Trusted Central Authority 
 

3.2.2 Mapping to1- Factorization Method for nodes 
In mapping to 1-Factorization method (Figure.4) first, count 
the number of edges in the networking nodes and let it be €. 
Generally number of edges are €= 2n-1 where 2n represent 
the total number of nodes in network. In a schedule 
constructed according to F2n, every node rendezvous with all 
remaining (2n - 1) nodes. Using Splitting Algorithm, assign 
the frequency for time slot i. 
 

 Fig 4. Mapping to 1- Factorization 

 
3.2.3 Sequential Unicast Mode for Single Hop 
broadcast 
 
Sequential unicast mode (Figure.5) represents the 
broadcasted data with different frequency signals based on 
the distance between receiver and particular sender. Using 
TDBS-SU - Sequential Unicast Mode algorithm, broadcasts 
the data to all the receivers by the single sender only, in 
which random permutation is used to select current receivers 
within their vicinity. 
 
 

 

 Fig.5 Sequential Unicast Mode for Single Hop broadcast 
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3.2.4 Assisted Broadcast Mode for Single Hop 
broadcast: 
In this mode sender send their data to their direct neighbors 
with the certain frequency. After accepting the data, receiver 

needs to send them to their neighbors. This method of 
transmission solves problem of various frequency signals 
and reusability of signals with particular is possible is shown 
in bellow (Figure.6). 

 

 Fig.6 Assisted Broadcast Mode for Single Hop broadcast 
 

3.3 Data Flow Diagram for Time Delayed Broadcasting Scheme 

 Fig.7 Data Flow Diagram for time Delayed Broadcasting Scheme 
 
The explanation of the above Fig.7 is as follows: Firstly 
each nodes in the network (number of nodes in the network 
are given by 2N and number of edges are given by E=2N-1) 
are registered with their node details in the Trusted Central 
Authority (TCA).Once the TCA receives the node details it 
verifies and validates with their own node details and 
generates its own unique node id for all the nodes. After 
generation of the unique node id for all the nodes, the 
message has to be broadcasted to the receivers using the two 

modes Sequential Unicast Mode and Assisted Broadcast 
Mode by avoiding the inside jammers. The TCA analyses 
and performs the 1-Factorization Method by pairing the 
nodes(in the network)with the same frequency. Once the 
frequency is generated for all the nodes in the network, the 
clustering of the nodes is done that is., allocate the 
frequency and time slots for the nodes in the cluster. The 
data is broadcasted to the receivers within their vicinity by 
using the random sequence permutation. 
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3.4 Case Diagram for Time Delayed Broadcasting 
Scheme 
An actor is represents a user or another system that will 
interact with the system modeled as shown in the figure 
below (Figure.8).  

 
 
 

TCA Certification Genreration

Node Authentication

Set Node Location

Analyse Network
Frequency /slot Allotment

Trusted Central Authority

Mode selection

Node

 Fig.8 Use case diagram Time delayed Broadcast Scheme 
 
As shown in the above use case diagram the actions take 
place between the Trusted Central Authority (TCA) and the 
nodes. 
Primarily TCA sends TCA certification to the nodes 
followed by node authentication, setting the node location 
and mode selection is done. Later the whole system 
performs the required action. 
 

3.5 Sequence Diagram For Time Delayed 
Broadcasting Scheme 
A sequence diagram in Unified Modeling Language (UML) 
is a kind of interaction diagram that depicts (Figure.9) how 
processes operate with each other and in which sequential 
order.  

 
NodeNode Trusted Central 

Authority
Trusted Central 

Authority
1Factorization 

Method
1Factorization 

Method
Broadcast 

Mode
Broadcast 

Mode

Node Registration
Key Generation

Set Location

Analyse

Select

Broadcast Mode

Data Broadcast

Data Received

 Fig.9 Sequence diagram for Time delayed Broadcast  Scheme 
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The node registrations are done in the Trusted Central 
Authority (TCA), where the TCA generates a unique Private 
and Public Key for node details. After the Key Generation, 
the TCA sets the location for the nodes(taken as Local 
Host).TCA analyze the Nodes in the network and pairs the 
nodes with the same frequency using the 1-Factorization 
Method, to broadcast the message to the Receivers.TCA can 
broadcast the message using two methods: Sequential 
Unicast Method, Assisted Broadcast Method. The 
broadcasted data is received by the receiver nodes in the 
network. 
 

3.6 Time Delayed Broadcasting Scheme 
The static structure (Figure 10) which analyzes the systems 
structure displaying its related attributes classes and the 
relations between the classes are said to be Unified 
Modeling Language (UML). UML can also be said to be a 
class diagram. [20-25] 
 
 
 
 

 

Sequential Mode
Node id
Node Keypairs
TCA Keypairs
Broadcast Message
Broadcast()

Node Details
Node id
Node name
Ip Address
Port Number

Trusted Central Authority
TCA Key Pairs
Node Key Pairs
Distance
Level
Analyse()
Set Location()
Key Generation()
Authenticate()

Network Information
Number of Nodes
Number of Edges
Formation()

Assisted  Broadcast Mode
Node id
Neighbour
Neighbour Public Key
Get Key()
Broadcast()

Factorization Method
Node Distance
Node Level
Frequency Value
Slot Timings
Set Frequency()
CalculateTime()

 Fig.10 Class Diagram for Time Delayed Broadcasting Scheme 
 

In the figure shown above the node details is represented as 
a class in which the node, node address, node number 
represents the attributes present. The node detail class is 
connected to the Trusted Central Authority (TCA) class and 
this represents the relationship between two classes. 
Similarly the other classes such as network authority class, 
factorization class, sequential unicast class and assisted 
broadcast classes are interconnected with the related classes 
along with their respective attributes. 
 3.6 System Implementation Algorithm 
The main desideratum of the given algorithm is to attenuate 
the total energy transmitted with the help of efficient energy 
routes and also to exalt the network life. The contemplated 
algorithm consists of mainly three steps:  
 
Splitting Algorithm:  
 Analyze the number of edges in the network.   Based on 1-factorisation method, assign the frequency 

for the node with the slot ‘i’ is zero initially.  While increase the slot, rotate the node pair in 
clockwise direction and assign the frequency 

 
Sequential unicast Algorithm: 
Consider the number of node group and assign the 
frequency limit K=n+1. Here permutation is used for getting 

the limited frequency randomly. Minimum number of 
frequencies is used for channel allocation by min () method. 
 

   
Assisted Broadcast Algorithm: 
This algorithm makes the efficient use of reusable frequency 
signals similar to SU mode. Slots are mainly helpful for 
randomly changing the channel frequency. 
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IV. RESULT 
The presence of inside jammers in the series of unicast 
transmissions or broadcast communications, it leads to the 
proposal of Time Delayed Broadcast Scheme (TDBS). 
These series of transmissions are broadcasted along with 
time and frequency. It is necessary coalesce the jammers to 
make sure that the ubiquitous wireless networks are 
successfully deployed. Unpremeditated radio interference or 
a wide range of defense strategies for combating dangerous 

jamming attackers will be caused due to the better physical 
arrangement of the wireless devices, which is done with the 
help of locations of jammers. Constant jammers are those 
which are mainly aimed by the malicious attackers. 
Regardless of the channel being idle or not constant 
jammers unceasingly emit radio signals. This radio 
interferes are active and keep agitating the network 
communication.  

                   Table.1 Test Cases Execution Result Table 
MODULE GIVEN INPUT EXPECTED OUTPUT ACTUAL OUTPUT RESULT 
Sender Filename & IP of receiver Location key  Location key generated OK 
Sender Location key Location key should be forwarded to 

neighbors 
Location key successfully 
forwarded 

OK 

sender Decryption key Decrypted file contents  File contents successfully 
decrypted 

OK 

Receiver Location key of sender File matching with location key to be 
sent File found and sent OK 

Receiver Encryption key Message to be encrypted File contents encrypted 
successfully 

OK 
 

 Fig.11 Simulation Result using Eclipse. 
 

V. CONCLUSIONS  
The set of unicast transmissions strewed in time and 
frequency is considered as a broadcast operation. TDBS 
does not rely on commonly mutual secrets, or the existence 
of jamming-immune control channels for coordinating 
broadcasts TDBS, series of unicast transmissions dispensed 
in time and frequency is realized as a broadcast. This is the 
efficient way of overcoming jammer in the wireless 

network. Further developed mechanisms for updating the 
FH sequences are assigned to the nodes. The problem of 
pruning the total number of FH sequence changes required 
for node addition are mapped, to the problem of discovering 
different paths in proper edge-colored complete graphs. The 
security properties of TDBS under both an external and an 
internal threat model was analytically evaluated and 
brandished that TDBS maintains broadcast communications 
even when multiple nodes are compromised. 
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